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Executive Summary

Station A
No more analyzed.

Station B
Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

Station/Region C
The LD-B station is being performed at the target site (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) . The cloud cover
strongly influences the SST maps and partially also the CHL maps. The SVP drifters and the
drifting mooring are still moving NEward.

Notes
The graphics of the present bulletin have been only partially improved.
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1 Station A

No more analyzed.

2 Station B

Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

3 Station/Region C

3.1 AVISO data and Lagrangian Analysis data

The station LD-B is being performed at target site (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) . The LCS structure
present in the target area still slightly moved Nward, maintaining the same intensity. Except for
some oscillations, all the SVP drifters move NEward, followed by the drifting mooring.

3.2 CLS Regional Products

In the LD-B station area the CHL concentration varied substantially in both values and patch
shape with respect yesterday’s bulletin. This fact is probably due to the cloud-cover artifact
cited in the yesterday’s bulletin. Moreover, the cloud cover largely masks the LD-B station area
in the last CHL map.

The drifting mooring and the cluster of SVP drifters appear now to be quite distant from
the actual local maximum of the CHL concentration.

Concerning SST data, the strong cloud cover still completely masks the area of the LD-B
station.

3.3 MODIS

No data available for both CHL and SST.

3.4 HYCOM

The modeled current and SST are in some agreement with the remotely sensed data. At the
LD-B station the modeled SST is higher than in situ (TSG) SST.

3.5 Cloud coverage

The forecasted cloud cover is still decreasing at the LD-B station.

3.6 Suggestions for positioning

#1 for station LD-B (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) : LD-B is being performed.
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